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Bringing Together all Arizona has to offer
the business community

HOW DOES CEDRD WORK?
•

Community Economic Development and
Redevelopment Districts (CEDRD)
Tax Increment Financing (TIF) allows local communities to invest in
infrastructure and other improvements in a designated area, and pay for the
investments by capturing increased property tax revenue from the newly
developed property. The CEDRD is an Arizona approach to the TIF concept.
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•

•

CEDRD BENEFITS
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Jobs based economic development (no residential tax dollars)
Requires no outlay of general fund dollars. Property tax incentives are postperformance based, using only the business/developer’s property taxes paid
Budget and use of property tax is pre-approved by all tax entities before
implementation
Adds new business and corporate presence to community life
Increases the tax base for schools, cities, counties and other taxing
entities, boosting revenues
Develops land which otherwise may not be developed
Tax entities can have flexibility in determining project funding levels

This graph shows
how the incremental
value would grow
over the course of the
PA’s life. Eventually
the entire assessed
value, enhanced by
improvements, would
return to each taxing
entities rolls.

•

•

A City Council establishes the Community Economic Development
and Redevelopment District (CEDRD) Board.
CEDRD Board establishes individual Project Area’s scope, purpose
and community benefit
By statute, a Taxing Entities Budget Committee (TEBC) is then
formed to approve a budget for CEDRD Project Areas
• TEBC designates specific projects to improve the PA and
approves a total budget
• A time period with PA “sunset” date is established
The Project Area’s initial assessed value is established and
then “locked” for the duration of the PA. This is known as the
“base value.”
As improvements occur and valuations rise in the PA, the
difference between the new development and the “base” value,
known as the increment, is delivered to the CEDRD
• CEDRD must use this money to make or reimburse
improvements in the PA, as directed by TEBC’s budget
• The amount of the “base value” continues to be collected by
the County and paid to the taxing entities as usual
When the Project Area period expires, the (now increased)
property tax revenue is collected by the county and distributed.

